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A note from the MalenDyer Team...

What began as an idea over a late night coffee, MalenDyer has evolved into a lifestyle publication that blends together the beach life experienced by its 
founders - from the West Coast of California to the East Coast, extending from Cape Cod and The Hamptons down to Miami, and to Europe and down to 
Australia. Simply put, our passion for the beach has led us to compile the best of beach living, which includes fashion, models and travel.

Although we love to bring you our own first-hand experiences, we are thrilled to have interviewed a range of individuals, from the CEO of Pain de Sucre 
Swimwear to the founder of First Base to photographer Gered Mankowitz to models Emily Gurr, Magdalene Groves and many more.

And, we have done it all our way - with a European flair and a touch of high fashion New York City.

We have so much more in store for each of you.

This MalenDyer journey is just beginning. So grab your swimsuit, and let’s get this part of the journey underway.

The MD Team xx

http://malendyer.com/interview-with-ceo-of-pain-de-sucre-swimwear-christian-keusseyan/
http://malendyer.com/interview-with-ceo-of-pain-de-sucre-swimwear-christian-keusseyan/
http://malendyer.com/otter-ten-interview-with-the-founder-of-first-base-alison-cotton/
http://malendyer.com/gered-mankowitz-shares-insight-on-photographing-the-rolling-stones-his-new-book-and-offers-advice-for-future-photographers/
http://malendyer.com/otter-ten-interview-with-model-emily-gurr/
http://malendyer.com/interview-with-model-magdalene-groves/
http://malendyer.com/interview-with-ceo-of-pain-de-sucre-swimwear-christian-keusseyan/
https://www.instagram.com/malendyer/
https://twitter.com/malendyer/
https://www.facebook.com/MalenDyer/
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Catching Up with Model

Tessa Maye



 Tessa Maye. 
Model Tessa Maye holds a special place for us at MalenDyer. She was our first 
Model Spotlight  and then she was our first Interviewee. Since then, we almost 
feel as if we have grown with her! 

In turn, it should not come as a surprise that when we decided to make a 
special MalenDyer issue, we knew we had to reach back out to Tessa. We had to 
find out what she was up to.

From a new puppy to new projects, there’s a lot going on in the world of Tessa. 

Let’s catch up with Tessa Maye…

You  recently got a new puppy, a Cavoodle named Bubba, who even has his 
own Instagram account! @mrbubbagram, Tell us more.

He’s an absolute dream, and I know I’ve turned into one of those weird 
obsessive dog parents who show people puppy photos on my phone when they 
really, really don't care. My family dog, Bella, was 15 and passed away last year, 
and it’s like losing a family member. I realized I get so much enjoyment from 
animals that it’s worth making the life sacrifices to have one.

http://malendyer.com/otter-model-spotlight-tessa-maye/
http://malendyer.com/the-otter-ten-with-tessa-maye/
https://www.instagram.com/mrbubbagram/
https://www.instagram.com/p/6R-eeBSk2P/


Has there been a campaign or job you have declined? What are your limits or 
boundaries?
There was a nude shoot that would’ve been filmed in a park for a [music] video. I 
wasn’t given the “fully nude” details until two hours before, and I suddenly 
thought of dog walkers with iPhones and how uncontrollable it would be [since it 
wasn’t] a closed set. I had to pull out. 

Another time, when I was a new face, I went through the casting process for a fur 
company, specialising in new fur products. I felt horrific even trying it on, but too 
nervous to tell my agent I didn't feel comfortable. Just before it all got too serious 
and contracts got drawn up, I called [my agent] in tears, and they were fine. 
Apparently it’s normal not to want to wear fur.

“I know I’ve turned into one of those weird obsessive dog 
parents who show people puppy photos on my phone when 

they really, really don't care.”

I’m really anti-fur and always trying to educate my friends and anyone who will 
listen about the process of getting that cute new piece of clothing and the pain it 
has caused for vanity. It’s not cool to be cruel. There’s faux fur and plenty of 
alternatives. And, let’s face it, we don’t live in the North Pole.

The main lesson I learned with modelling is you are in control of what you're ok 
with - communicate and it’ll be so much easier. No one is going to be mad, as long 
as you speak up!

https://www.instagram.com/p/BEG-HI2ykwx/


Speaking of modeling shoots, do you have a favorite photographer you have 
worked with?
Sam Robinson. He is incredibly talented, and I always say he’s my favorite 
because he’s surrounded by an awesome team. He creates an energetic and 
fun atmosphere on set, he works his ass off, he gets the shots and you laugh 
all day. Working with Sam opened my eyes to the fact that you can be 
seriously successful and not become a dick because of it. 

You’ve received a degree from the London College of Fashion, so you have 
studied the business and now you are in it. How do you feel studying the 
business has helped you navigate the modeling side of the business?
It’s made me more aware of what the clients are after, which enabled me to 
take the casting process way less personally. It’s exciting watching each role 
on set, in front and behind the camera everyone is focused on their own job. 
So, when you know more about buying, public relations, production, [etc.] 
you can understand why people are acting in certain ways and what their 
priorities are. 

As you have studied fashion and now model, what are your thoughts on the 
pace of fashion, as it relates to the number of collections, the number of 
shows, etc.?
There’s definitely been a rise in the number of brands due to the digital boom 
and new reach that unknown brands have, compared to previous years. 
People want the collection to be ready immediately and there’s an element of 
“see-now-buy-now” attitude within the industry. Fashion has always been 
quick, but we’re moving into Usain Bolt standards now. 

The millennials are used to instant communication and information. 

https://www.instagram.com/p/BHmTpXahf2E/


Snapchat, Periscope, Twitter, Youtube and Instagram are all part of the daily 
updates they’re seeing when they wake up to the minute they go to sleep. If 
you wait too long for a project, collection or press release, etc. to be perfect, 
by the time you’ve released it, it will be old news. It’s the same journey the 
music industry has taken over the last few years. Spotify has developed a 
“browse” and “discover” process where you flick through songs diluting any 
loyalty to one album or artist. 

“The main lesson I learned with modelling is you are in 
control of what you're ok with - communicate and it’ll be 
so much easier. No one is going to be mad, as long as you 

speak up!”

There  is continuous talk about the pressure of models to keep their social 
media accounts active and highly engaged. Do you feel this pressure?
Ah, social media. For those who have got their followers and genuinely enjoy 
posting and engaging online, it’s only a bonus for them and their career. For 
those who don’t naturally enjoy it and who haven't managed to find their 
following, I would go as far to say it’s career ruining. I definitely feel the 
pressure, but I also understand why brands want that extra bit of “reach” 
with their chosen talent/model. 

Most fashion shows are now streamed live and everyone gets to experience it. 
The pre-collections are dominating and increasing the pressure on brands to 
deliver, which could be a negative on quality and design. 

"Sunday vibes."
- Tessa Maye

https://www.instagram.com/p/BDLARTtyk9z/


I’m not sure whether that’s going to make the consumers or if brands are 
going to revert back to being a more personal, a more locally made brand and 
introduce a more “one-of-a-kind” selling environment. No idea. Even the 
people sitting at the top of the industry don’t know how to play it. 

“Apparently it’s normal not to want to wear fur.”

While speaking of fashion and on a more light-hearted note. What’s your 
off-duty style like? 
I really want to play it cool now and say I’m hashtag goals to anyone reading 
this. Nope, I need a stylist to make me cool. If anything, working in the 
industry has made me terrified of wearing anything “out there”. When I’m 
home or travelling, it’s trainers, fitness gear, floaty dresses or H&M boys 
tracksuit bottoms.

“I need a stylist to make me cool.”

I’ve pretty much stuck with my outfit of Acne skinny jeans, & Other Stories 
black ankle boots, chunky knit from Percival in London  and a trench or biker 
jacket as a look. Add a backpack and a portfolio to that, and you’ve got the 
London model uniform. On a night out, I usually underdress, by adding a silk 
shirt and some smokey eyes to that uniform.

Before we close out this chat, we must know, what is in the pipeline? What 
are you working on?
There’s a couple of big life changes coming up, but I’m not allowed to 
mention them yet. Sorry to be “that girl”.  Exciting times ahead.

https://www.instagram.com/p/BGlrqBwSkxm/


"Falling in love with Santorini
was pretty damn easy."

- Tessa Maye

Quickies with Tessa
What advice would you want to give your pre-Uni self?

Don’t go. 

Where do you see yourself in the next year? 

No idea,  which I guess is recklessly exciting.

Where do you go to grab a tasty cup of coffee when in London?

Chloe’s Espresso in Primrose Hill and stroll up and look at the London 
views. 

Any favorite museums in London?

When I first started modelling, I would always go to South Kensington, 
where there is the Natural History Museum, V&A and Science Museum.

What photographer would you like to work with?

Ellen von Unwerth 

Which brand(s) would you like to add to your portfolio?

I really enjoy beauty and skincare shoots, so it would have to be 
something along those lines. Charlotte Tilbury would be fun!

Which fashion brands could we find you in?

Acne, Levi’s, A.P.C., & Other Stories, COS, Paige, Rag & Bone. 

Who are your fashion muses?

I like any girls who dress a bit more tomboy, like Alexa Chung. I like 
the old Brigitte Bardot hair and makeup for inspiration. Whinnie 
Williams is also really cool, and I’m absolutely loving her 70s vibe, 
check her out!

Connect with: Represented by: Milk Management

https://www.instagram.com/p/BFQn3WVSk8d/
https://www.instagram.com/assetmaye/
https://twitter.com/tessamaye


What are we 
wearing now?



Pain de Sucre found us. We admit it. Although, it was love at first site. 
The brand prides itself on craftsmanship and can spend years 
perfecting a design. Recently, while we were traveling overseas, we 
sought out one of their shops. It did not disappoint. The brand does 
not just have swimwear, but they have fashionable swimwear that 
offers classic designs with a twist while maintaining an elevated look.

And, with the brand officially making a footprint in the U.S. this year, 
we are certain we will be seeing a lot more of Pain de Sucre. So, stay 
tuned, as this story is just beginning to unfold.

Read more: MD-ONLINE

http://malendyer.com/interview-with-ceo-of-pain-de-sucre-swimwear-christian-keusseyan/
https://www.instagram.com/p/BEd7lHSF6ag/






Pardon the 
Interruption. 
We need to pause for a 
commercial break...
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http://www.jillbird.com
http://www.jillbird.com
https://www.instagram.com/p/BFP_KqRFZoN/
https://www.jillbird.com/


Inside

Hampton Coffee Company



We love ourselves a good cup of coffee. There is something to be said about about 
beans that are roasted just right, grounded with care and combined with the ideal 
amount of water that’s heated just so that when brewed, exudes an aura that leaves 
your taste buds ready to savor every drop of that freshly brewed cup of coffee.

Now that we got your attention, let’s talk about Hampton Coffee Company. Our first 
interaction with Hampton Coffee Company was while visiting The Hamptons. We not 
only enjoyed some coffee but also purchased some coffee beans. We should point out 
the beans  were not from another brand, but from Hampton Coffee.

At that moment, our interest was piqued - as to have their own beans, they must be 
an expert in their field? 

“Roasting daily and in small batches is what really makes Hampton Coffee so unique 
and special. We roast 50 to 60 pounds at a time, by hand, and the only computer we 
have in our Roasting Room is the one to print the bag labels,” commented Jason 
Belkin, co-owner  of Hampton Coffee Company.  

“Every bean of ours that you enjoy was roasted the old-fashioned way. As we grow 
bigger, we just roast more hours! And when we get bigger than that, we will buy a 
second small roaster. When we deliver our coffee beans to our own stores and to our 
wholesale partners that serve our coffee, we are talking about coffee that is literally 
right out of the roaster,” added Jason.

Hampton Coffee was founded in 1994, in Water Mill, in The Hamptons. Since then, you 
can now find the brand in Westhampton Beach, Southampton and Aquebogue 
(Riverhead) and they have their Mobile Espresso Unit you can find seasonally around 
The Hamptons.



Jason continued, “Plus, one of the most important things to our 
company is being a part of our communities. We support more than 
100 different local schools and organizations each and every year at 
Hampton Coffee Company.  And all of our staff members are locals – 
your friends, neighbors, local students and family members.”

Next time you are in The Hamptons, we highly recommend a stop at 
Hampton Coffee Company. Of course, if you can’t make it, you can 
always shop online. In fact, Jason recommends the Westhampton 
Beach Blend - a medium roast - and the limited edition Hampton 
Holiday Blend, which is only available from Thanksgiving to New 
Years. Time to pour another!

Connect with: Shop the interview: Hampton Coffee
Read more: MD-ONLINE

“Even now, 22 years later, our mission is still the same. Treat each customer 
like a VIP,” shared Jason. “If you come to any of our cafes, you will find our 
own small batch, hand-roasted coffee; real, Italian-style espresso drinks made 
by professional baristas; and fresh homemade food,  all of these important 
aspects of our business in effect.”

http://malendyer.com/home-brew-tips-from-jason-belkin-of-hampton-coffee-company/
https://www.instagram.com/hamptoncoffee/
https://twitter.com/hamptoncoffee
https://www.facebook.com/hamptoncoffeecompany


#DesignMuse

Jillian Bennett



Jill Bennett is a fashion illustrator who was born and raised in 
California, spent some time in Hawaii where she attended college at 
University of Hawai'i, Manoa, and later moved to the UK where she 
studied at the Cambridge School of Art where she pursued a 
postgraduate degree in children's book illustration.

A Cali background - check.

An appreciation for the sea - check.

An otterlicious talent - check!

Time to learn more about this artist whose designs have us wanting 
to see more and more...

 Jillian Bennett. 

https://www.instagram.com/p/BIC7SKshSY6/


Share with us how fashion illustration came into your world.
My mom was always into fashion, an FIDM [Fashion Institute of 
Design & Merchandising in Los Angeles] graduate. From an 
early age, she instilled a lot of that interest in me. 

However, I didn't really try fashion illustration until I attended 
school in Italy for a couple of semesters where I studied fashion 
illustration and acquired an internship in jewelry design. I then 
realized I really enjoyed it and continued to design pieces and 
outfits for fun. It wasn't until recently where I was able to make 
into a real career path.

Within the last year or so, there seems to have been a 
resurgence in the appreciation for fashion illustration, as seen 
by the work of Garance Doré. Why do you think this is 
happening?
I really think it has a lot to do with social media and the fact that 
people are now able to see the process of work a lot more than 
they would have been able to in the past. I'm sure a lot of people, 
like me, enjoy seeing the process because sometimes it's just as 
magical as the outcome.

When working, what materials do you prefer to work with?
I find oil paints incredibly satisfying. Sometimes, the colors melt 
like butter and it’s pure magic to me, still. On the other hand, I 
like the simplicity and availability of ink and graphite.

https://www.instagram.com/p/BH6FJ2FB_Q4/
https://www.instagram.com/p/4ZUxbygC0P/
https://www.instagram.com/p/9Ba0LNgCzt/
https://www.instagram.com/p/BCOZQHWAC5S/


Many of your designs involve the ocean. Why does the ocean resonate with 
you, on an artistic level?
I have been a water baby since I can remember. Before I could drive, if I was 
stuck at home, I would fill the tub with water, just submerge myself and sit 
there. Something about water, I feel, is so ancient. I always feel grounded and 
even purified when I come out of the water. As cheesy as that sounds, it’s very 
true!

In addition to being a fashion illustrator, you have also started your own 
sustainable fashion brand, Salt Theory. What does the future hold for Salt 
Theory? 
I hope it does well and allows me to take on other artists as collaborators. 
[Then,] the plan is to expand it from fashion into a bigger picture, with events 
and talks about the environment and helping communities recognize what 
they can do to help.

As the fashion industry is a huge contributor to pollution, I would like to get 
people to realize the power they have when it comes to consuming and the 
direct effect that it has on the world we live in. It will be as much of a learning 
experience for me as I hope it to be for the people that the brand reaches.

What would your dream project look like?
I feel so lucky to say that out of my two big dream projects, one is finally 
starting to develop and that is having my own sustainable, fair trade brand. 
The other would be working on large scale pieces in a location of my choice for 
a year or so and putting on an international exhibition.

Connect with: Shop the interview: Jill Bird

https://www.instagram.com/p/BBXjEeTgC0M/
https://www.instagram.com/p/BGw9xkSgC4G/
https://www.instagram.com/p/BBDfCEggC97/
https://www.instagram.com/p/7oUDJcgC0s/
https://www.instagram.com/fuocobird/
https://www.facebook.com/Jillbirdzart/


Grab another coffee 
and come right 
back...



https://en.paindesucre.com/blue-swim-shorts-one-piece-swimsuit-solal.html


12 natural wonders with

Paul Giggle



 Paul Giggle. 

Paul Giggle is the founder of the 12 Natural Wonders series, and it 
was because of this series, we first stumbled upon him and his 
work. In case you haven’t read our first interview with him, be sure 
to check out Paul Giggle On Photography, Directing, His Love of 
Africa and More.

As we have already covered the basics, we are going straight to the 
focus of this piece, Paul’s 12 Natural Wonders…

Photos: Paul Giggle

http://malendyer.com/paul-giggle-on-photography-directing-his-love-of-africa-and-more/
http://malendyer.com/paul-giggle-on-photography-directing-his-love-of-africa-and-more/
http://malendyer.com/paul-giggle-on-photography-directing-his-love-of-africa-and-more/


What inspired you to begin the 12 Natural Wonders series?
12 Natural Wonders was a project I first thought of back in 2012. After 
being a collector of the Pirelli Calendar, I decided to pursue my own 
legacy with a collection of 144 images to be taken over 12 years.

The idea really was to document the different cultural differences of 
each country and shooting 12 models for each series in 12 countries 
over 12 years. Obviously the cost of such a project would frighten most 
artists, but so far I am onto my fifth this year - when I will be 
travelling back to London.

“[12 Natural Wonders] Italy was about the fashion 
elegance and the sexy lingerie.”

The latest 12 Natural Wonders focuses on the Russian Ballet. What 
was the inspiration behind the ballet theme and who inspired you?
Russia had to be ballet for me. I love the grace and beauty of the ballet 
and which Russia obviously has a deep rooted history. For this series, I 
studied many ballet and dance photographs but seemed to get a little 
bored with just the dance and the harsh lighting. So I started to study 
master painters, such as [Edgar] Degas. The quality of light, 
compositions and tonal qualities of his paintings inspired the series. 

I based the shoot on one of Russia's most famous ballet performances, 
Swan Lake. Although I wanted to include a strong sense of 
behind-the-scenes imagery to really capture another side, instead of 
just dance poses.Italy 2015



How did you make a production like this come to life, especially not 
being located in Russia?
This was the first time in Russia and was lucky enough to have a great 
production contact there after I had shot a Pepsi film and stills 
campaign back in 2009. She put me in touch with a producer and stylist 
for Esquire Russia who helped me collate the outfits, crew and locations. 
I wanted a purity, as well as an old traditional theatre. 

“I never use references when I shoot, as I want to feel 
the emotion which always changes. I can't bare 
working with art directors who ask you to copy 

someone else's work.”

What was most rewarding about this experience?
The crew made this a lot easier than I thought. I spent eight days in 
Moscow shooting only three of the days, so the pressure was on. I 
suppose all of the planning gives you a sense of what you are looking for, 
and I never use references when I shoot, as I want to feel the emotion 
which always changes. I can't bare working with art directors who ask 
you to copy someone else's work.

How did this 12 Natural Wonders differ from others?
Each series differs from one another. Australia was all about location 
and nature; Brazil was about color, saturation and bikinis; and Italy was 
about the fashion elegance and the sexy lingerie. With Russia, it was 
about beauty and elegance but with a traditional twist, and I didn't want 
it to be too fashion-focused.

Brazil 2014



Have you already began to plan  your next 12 Natural Wonders?
I will start planning London and hope for this one I can try to get 
some big names on board.

“Maybe one day, once the 12 Natural Wonders 
book has sold well and the art prints have been 

sold across the globe, I can sit in one [Aston 
Martin DB5] and smile at the legacy I have left 

behind, as I drive off into the sunset.”

Before we part, we must ask. We’ve seen you pictured in an 
Austin-Healey. Could we find you driving one of these in your 
downtime?
I had shot with an Austin-Healey twice in the last six months. I 
do love old cars, and my favorite is an Aston Martin DB5.

Maybe one day, once the 12 Natural Wonders book has sold well 
and the art prints have been sold across the globe, I can sit in 
one and smile at the legacy I have left behind, as I drive off into 
the sunset.

Connect with: Shop the interview: Paul Giggle
Read more: MD-ONLINEAustralia 2013

http://malendyer.com/paul-giggle-on-photography-directing-his-love-of-africa-and-more/
https://www.instagram.com/paulgiggle/
https://twitter.com/pgiggle
https://www.facebook.com/Paul-Giggle-135398017607/


Russia 2016



When you need a 
smile - think of 
an otter.



 Discover the Sea Otter. 
It’s true. We have a soft spot for sea otters. Why? Well, you are 
about to find out. They are special animals that hold hands 
and instead of having  blubber to keep them warm, they have 
lots and lots of hair. Oh, and they enjoy the sea!



“One of my favorite characteristics of sea otters is their natural maternal 
instinct to protect and provide for their young. It's ‘mother’ nature in its 
most raw setting, and it’s a beautiful thing to see a mother taking care of 
its newborn (and very adorable) sea otter.”  - Frank Reynolds, director of 
programs and development for Friends of the Sea Otter 



Connect with Friends of the Sea Otter at SeaOtters.org.

- While a human has roughly 700 hairs per square inch on their head, a sea otter has 170,000 to over 1 million.
- Each day, sea otters eat at least 25 to 30 percent of their body weight in food.
- The sea otter was hunted to near extinction in the 19th century.
- Currently, there are less than 3,000 sea otters in California and they are protected under the Endangered 

Species Act & Marine Mammal Protection Act. 
- Sea otters have been known to swim up to 5 mph.
- Sea otters live, on average, in the wild for 15 years.
- Sea otters do not have blubber. Instead, they have the densest fur in the animal kingdom.

Source/Read more: Friends of the Sea Otter

Photo: Monterey Bay Aquarium

 Otter Facts. 

http://www.seaotters.org/
http://www.seaotters.org/


MalenDyer - a blending of 
two worlds with a focus on 
one objective, beach living.



Where? Hawaii
Who? Malia 
Murphey

#IslandMuse
Where? 
Hawaii
Who?
Malia 

Murphey

Photo: Brooke Dombroski Swimwear: Issa de' mar Accessories: a.wattz dezigns

https://www.instagram.com/p/BGTNw_cLnsh/
https://www.instagram.com/p/BGNYPRWrnrN/


We have a 
fashion crush. 
We admit it...



This Australian brand is hard not to love. It exudes a sporty 
and fun yet carefree vibe that we just cannot get enough of. 
They have everyday fashion but also sportwear.

Read more: MD-ONLINE

https://thisisfirstbase.com/
https://www.instagram.com/thisisfirstbase/
http://malendyer.com/otter-ten-interview-with-the-founder-of-first-base-alison-cotton/


https://thisisfirstbase.com/


https://www.instagram.com/p/BHDYqnFArqj/
https://www.instagram.com/p/BHIeFh1AXdv/
https://thisisfirstbase.com/


24hours with

Agnes Fischer



A Model’s Day
As told by Agi...

As I live in Zurich, Switzerland and 99 percent of the jobs I get 
booked for are outside of Switzerland, I often fly the day before 
shooting, so I’m fresh the next morning.

Once in the city, I like to walk around a bit and explore the city.

Then, back in the hotel, I do my manicure and pedicure before I go 
to bed, which saves time on the shoot.

When 23:00 hits, I try to be in bed, but it all depends on my call 
time.

Day Of A Shoot
Prior to leaving, I do some yoga for 15 minutes, so my body “wakes 
up,“ and then I have a quick shower and wash my hair. I don’t need 
to put on any makeup, as a makeup artist will be at the shoot.

 Agnes Fischer. 

https://www.instagram.com/p/BCYSJSLLf8r/


https://www.instagram.com/p/BCDk3U7rf7a/


If there’s time, I’ll have a small breakfast, such as granola, at the hotel 
or have some avocado and juice. I travel with avocado and always have 
one in my bag. Then, I grab a taxi and head to the studio. A call time in 
a studio may be between 7:00 to 9:00. If it’s on location, it can be from 
5:00 to 6:00.

After introductions with the photographer, clients, hair and makeup 
artists and stylist, I usually have a coffee and jump right into the 
makeup chair. The photoshoot itself can take eight to nine hours with a 
lunch break thrown in and can include multiple outfit changes. I’ve had 
to change outfits 127 times in a day before.

“I’ve had to change outfits 127 times in a day before.”

After the shoot is complete, I head back to the hotel and either order 
room service or grab something in town. And, if I have enough time, I 
try to look for yoga studios in the city or I use the hotel gym. I always 
try to fit in a workout while traveling. It’s very important for me. On 
the other hand, if it’s a location shoot, the entire team often goes out to 
dinner together.

All in all, sometimes it’s less stressful, sometimes more. But, I love my 
job. I’m really grateful that I am able to do it, and I have agencies that 
always try their best.
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